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$1. LWRODUCTION 
LET G be a group of prime order p acting on a space X. The purpose of this paper is to prove 
that if X is finitistic (i.e. every open coverin g of X has a finite dimensional refinement) 
and if it satisfies Poincart duality with respect to Tech cohomology with Z,-coefficients, 
then each component of the fixed point set also satisfies Poincare duality. Similarly, this 
will be proved for S’-actions over the rationals 
Note that even for smooth actions on spaces like M” x D’, where M” is a smooth 
manifold, this result (for the absolute cohomology) is nontrivial and is of fundamental 
interest. 
This result was conjectured in 1963 by J. C. Su [7]. Under the very strong extra condition 
that X be totally nonhomologous to zero in X,, this was proved in [3]. (The relative case 
of that theorem can be found in [2].) We have been informed that T. Chang [j] has proved 
the case of S’-actions assuming that X is nonhomologous to zero in X, (but not necessarily 
“ totally “). 
In this section we shall state the main result in a very general form and shall deduce 
a corollary in the case of CW-complexes. After establishing some notation and terminology 
in $2, we prove the main theorem in $3. In previous (much weaker) versions [2, 31 of such 
theorems we have assumed finite generation of the cohomology of the spaces involved. 
Here we make no such assumption, and this complicates the proof to some extent. In the 
application, in $4, of the main theorem to the case of Poincart complexes in the sense of 
Wall [IO], such an assumption of finite generation would not allow us to obtain the best 
result, even though these complexes are assumed finite. Some nontrivial applications of 
the main theorem (or of its proof) are given in $5 and $6. 
In order to take care of several cases (twisted coefficients, relative cohomology, compact 
or closed supports) we shall formulate our main theorem below in terms of general coe,hi- 
cient sheaves and paracompactifying families of supports. However, the proof will not 
use any sheaf theory and can easily be followed in the various special cases of interest. 
t This work was supported in part by NSF grant GP-33945 and by an NSF Senior Postdoctoral 
Fellowship. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a group of prime order p acting on ajinitistic space X wYthji,~ed 
set F = XG. Let cp, $ and f3 1 cp n $ be paracompacti$~~ing families of supports on x which 
are inducedfrom support families on X/G (e.g. closed supports or compact supports when X 
is kalfy compact). Let &, 9, and V: be giren sheares of Z,-modules on X which hare gicen 
G-actions orer the action on X and suppose that we are given an equicariant pairing d @ 3 4%. 
(For example, this holds if these sheaces are inducedfrom sheaces on X/G and a pairing there; 
see [d, p. 831.) Suppose that for some n, H,“(X; ??) z Z, and that the cup product pairing 
H,‘(X; ~2) @ H;-‘(X; 2) - &“(X: g;‘) z z, 
induces an isomorphism 
H&Y; &) = Hom(Hz- i(X; B), Z,), 
for ai1 i. Also assume that this holds for the special case 
H’(X; Z,) = Hom(H,“-‘(A’; g), Z,) 
for all i. Then, for any component F, of F w&I1 is open in F, there is an integer r 6 n such 
that H,,‘(F,; %) NN Z, and such that the cup product pairing induces an isomorphism 
H,,,‘(F,; d) ‘1 Hom(Hi-‘(F,; W), Z,). 
If p f 2, then n - r is ecen. The analogous result also holds for S’-actions ooer the rationals 
(p = 0) if both X and X/S’ arejinitistic. 
We have stated this theorem in this generality simply to combine several cases into 
one and thus to simplify the proof. The situation will probably be clarified somewhat by 
the following corollary for the case of locally finite CW-complexes. Let X be a connected, 
locally finite CW-complex and A a subcomplex. Let L be a commutative ring with unity, 
regarded as the ground ring. Let L’ denote some locally constant sheaf on X with stalks 
L and let L-’ denote its “inverse”; that is, a locally constant sheaf with stalks L such that 
L’ or, L-‘z L, the constant sheaf. (Note that L’ is the “ bundle of coefficients ” associated 
with some homomorphism rcr(X, x,,) + Aut(L), the automorphism group of L as an L- 
module.) Then we shall say that (X, A) is a Poincare pair over L of formal dimension n and 
with twisting L’ if there is an element 
[X] E H,“(X, A; L-‘) 
(a ‘*fundamental class “) such that the cap product 
n [Xl: H,‘(X, A; L’) - H,c_i(X; L) 
is an isomorphism for all i. (Here Hjc denotes ordinary homology;. a notation which is 
more convenient than the usual one. Also Hj” denotes homology based on possibly infinite 
cellular chains.) 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let p be a prime. Let X be a finite dimensional, connected, local[), 
nite CW-comp1e.u and A c X a subcomplex. Suppose that (X, A) is a Poincari pair over 
Z, offormal dimension n and with twisting Z,‘. Suppose that G M Z, acts on (X, A) preserving 
Z,’ and such that F = XG is a subcomplex. Then for each component F, of F, there is an 
r < n s&l that (FO, F, A A) is a Poincar& pair of formal dimension r and with the induced 
twisting. If p # 2 then n - r is even. 
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Proof. Note that the twisting homomorphism n,(X) --+ Aut(Z,) factors through 
H,‘(X; Z) -+ Aut(Z,). Since Z, has no automorphisms of order p, the statement that G 
preserves Z,’ is equivalent to the statement that the G-action on H,‘(X; Z) commutes with 
the homomorphism H,‘(X; Z) ---t Aut(Z,) and it is also equivalent to the statement that 
Z,’ is induced from a sheaf on X/G. Now the condition that n [X] be an isomorphism is 
equivalent to the condition that its dual 
Hom(H,‘_ i( X; Z,), Z,) - Hom(H,‘(X, A; Z;), Z,) 
be an isomorphism. But this map is just 
,“_i( X; Z,) - Hom(H,‘(X, A ; Z,r), Z,) 
and it follows from the formula (a u b) n c = a n (b n c) that this is induced by the cup 
product pairing. Now if ‘c: is the sheaf (Z,‘),Y_, then 
H,‘(X; +?) = H,‘(X, A ; 2,‘) 
and the corollary now follows directly from Theorem 1. I, 
Remarks. The condition that X be a CW-complex in this corollary is clearly stronger 
than necessary. By using Borel-Moore homology the corollary can be generalized to the 
case of any locally compact, finite dimensional, clc space X and closed subspace A. We also 
remark that other cases follow in the same way from (1. I). In general, if cp and $ are support 
families such that cp n I/I = c then the same result holds, where we take [X] E H,,+‘(X, A; L-‘) 
giving the cap product 
n [Xl: H&Y, A; L’) ---+ H,‘_ i(X; L). 
For example, we could take cp = c and $ = cld. In the latter case, X need only be a finite 
dimensional CW-complex and not necessarily locally finite. 
s2. NOTATIOX AND PRELIMINARY FACTS 
We shall use the notation from the basic references [I, 2, 31, which also contain the 
basic general facts we shall need. In particular, for G = Z,, p odd, 
H*(&; Z,> = N4 @z,[tl 
where deg s = 1, deg t = 2 and t is the mod p Bockstein of s. Also, for G = Z2, 
H*(&; ZJ = Z,[r]; degt = 1. 
For G = S’ we have 
H*(&; Q, 2 Q[tl, deg t = 2. 
We retain this use of the symbols s and t throughout the paper. For a graded H*(&; ZP)- 
module M, we denote by M[t-‘1 the localization of M with respect to the multiplicative 
system generated by t. 
We shall now restrict our discussion to the case G = Z,. The case G = S’ is much 
easier and the reader should be able to produce the required modifications for it. 
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Let X and & be as in Theorem 1.1. Since G acts on & there is the sheaf d x c E, 
on X x c EG = A’, extending d on the fiber X. It will not cause confusion to simply denote 
this extension by ,al, and similarly for the support families. 
There is a spectral sequence EF* *(.zZ) with 
E;‘(d) = Hi&; H&Y; &))[t-‘1 = H’(G; H&Y; &))[t-‘1 
(where G acts on the coefficients via its action on X and .&) and with Ez* *(,al) the graded 
group associated with a filtration (F,H,P*(X,; &)[t-‘J} of H,*(X,; &)[t-‘I. Here it 
will be convenient to use the filtration notation such that 
EL’ z (Fj Hi+‘)/(Fj_,Hi+‘). 
The inclusion F+ X induces an isomorphism 
j*: H,*(x,; .d)[t -‘I- H,*(F,; .&)[t- ‘1 z H*(B,; Z,)[t -‘I @ H,*(F; d) 
= (A(s) @Z,[t, t -‘I) 0 H,*(F; a). 
This isomorphism preserves filtration but is not an isomorphism of filtered groups. 
We remark that these facts for the localized case follow easily from similar facts for 
the nonlocalized case. The localization by t is a convenience, but it is not really necessary, 
since all the arguments we make could be accomplished in the nonlocalized case as long as 
we confine our attention to large total degrees. Also note that the method of Swan 181, using 
the complete Tate complex to define H*(G), is essentially the same as this localization. 
However, Swan’s method does not apply to the case G = S’. 
LEMMA 2. I. Let A and I- be Z,[G]-modules and let p: A 0 r + Z, be a pairing such that 
p(g1. 0~;) = p(i. 0 y) and such that the induced map q: A + HomU-; Z,) is an isomorphism. 
Then for i + j odd, the induced pairing 
H’(G; A)[t - ‘1 @ H’(G; 1-)[t - ‘1 - H’+‘(G; Z,)[t-‘1 = Z, 
gives rise to an isomorphism H’(G; A)[t-‘11 Hom(Hj(G; I-)[(-‘1, Z,). 
Proof. LetgbeagivengeneratorofGandputT=g-1andN=1+g+...+gP-’ 
in Z&G]. Then the diagram 
T N r . . . . A c A ,A ‘v,.,. 
? I -_ 9 = I 11 I ;: 
T . , . P Hom(T, Z,) N Hom(T, Z,) 2 Hom(T, Z,) -!--+ .. 
commutes since q is equivariant. Then 9 induces an isomorphism in homology. Thus it 
induces an isomorphism of the homology of A 5 A 5 A to Hom(., Z,) of the homology of 
r r T z I-; that is, 
H”‘“(G; A)[t- ‘1 = Hom(Hodd(G; r)[t -I], Z,) 
and similarly with odd and even interchanged. 
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03. PROOF OF THE MALU THEORJ31 
We shall restrict our attention to the case of odd p since this is the most dihicult case. 
The cases p = 0, 2 are proved in the same way. The four spectral sequences (localized) 
corresponding to the coefficient sheaves &, W, ‘8, Z, will be denoted by the display of the 
sheaf. The corresponding support family will be understood. 
By hypothesis, the cup product pairing 
H&Y; d) @ H;-k(X: 2) - H,“(X; ??) = z, 
induces an isomorphism 
H&X; &) 4 Hom(H,;-‘(X; a), Z,) 
of Z&G]-modules. (Recall that Z, has no automorphisms of order p.) Thus Lemma 2.1 
gives the isomorphism 
E;* ‘(-01) : Hom(Ej. “-“(.??I), Z,) 
for i +j odd, induced by the cup product pairing 
E; “(A’) @ Eis ” - ‘(28) - E;+‘* “(5’) z Z, 
We shall prove, by induction on r, that if F #@, then 
E;* “(U) z Z, 
for all m, and the cup product pairing 
Ef* “(.&) @ Ef “-“(S?) - E;+c’*“(W) z Z, 
induces an isomorphism 
Efvk(&) : Hom(Ej*“-k(W), Z,) 
for i + j odd. 
Suppose that we have this for a particular value of r and consider the following diagram 
for i +j odd : 





E;+',k-,+I(&) "'Pr , 
li: Hom(E~-‘7”-k+‘-‘(W), Z,) 
where q,(a)(b) = ab (cup product followed by the given isomorphism E:“j~“(v) z Z,) and 
4(f)(b) = (- 1) l+degff(d b). (Here degf is computed by regarding Z, as having degree 
i +j+ n. The sign (-l;lsdcgJ is (-l)j-’ m the above diagram.) For a E Efak(d) and 
b E E;-‘,“-k+‘-](g) we have & E E;+i-‘,“+‘-I c (6) = 0 (by the duality 0 = H’-‘(X; Z,) 
% Hom(H,“+‘-’ (X; V), Z,)) and hence 
0 = d&b) = (d,a)b + (- l)i+ku(drb) 
and this is translatable into the commutativity of the above diagram. 
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It follows that qo, induces an isomorphism in homology: 
cp r+t: Ef$,(&) = H(E;**(d)) A H(Hom(E:**(.%Q, Z,)) 
Y Hom(H(E:’ *(a)), Z,,) 
= Hom( Ej;“; “(3?), Z,,). 
It now suffices to show that E:‘;(V) x Z, f or all m. However, since F #0 and X is 
connected, the restriction to a point in F shows that the differential 
d,: Ef-rJ-‘(Z,) - E;* ‘(Z,) 
is trivial. This implies, via the isomorphism cp, that 
6,: Hom(Ej+‘*“-‘+‘(%‘), Z ) I - Hom(@ “(G!?), Z,) 
is zero when i +j is odd (and hence for all j since i is arbitrary). Thus 
d, : EI’* “(S’) - E;+r,“-rcI(q 
is trivial and 
El’;“,(%) z E;* “(?T) z Z, 
as claimed. 
This finishes the induction. By convergence, we now know that 
Ez* “(S’) z E;,“(V) z 2, 
for all nz, and that the cup product pairing 
E; k(&) 0 E;i, “-“(3) - E;j* “($2) .z Z, 
induces an isomorphism 
E&k(&) -2 Hom(E& “-“(a), Z,) 
for i + j odd. 
Now let F, be a component of F which is open in F and let .Y E F,, . We may consider 
H*(X, x; 2,) to be an internal direct summand of H*(X; Z,). It is sometimes convenient 
to replace ET, *(Z,) by the similar spectral sequence ‘El** *(Z,) for the pair (A’, x). Clearly 
‘Ej’*‘YZ,) z &jeq(Z,) for 4 > 0 and all r. Thus 
Q n-k (Z,) 0 Ei “(% I__t Ep “(U) z z, 
induces an isomorphism 
rE;“-k(Z,) 5 , Hom(EA ‘(Y?), Z,) 
for i -k j odd and li < n. 
Since F, is open in F we may regard H,*(F,; &) as an internal direct summand of 
Zf,*(F; sd), and similarly with the other cases. Suppose that 0 # u E H,‘(F,; &>. Since 
j*: H,*(X,; &)[t-‘1 - H*(B,)[t-‘1 0 H,*(F; sl) 
is an isomorphism, we can write 
1 @a = j*(r) 
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for some r E H,‘(X,; _&)[t-‘1. Sincej* is an H*(B,)[t-‘]-module homomorphism, we have 
0 # s Q a =j*(sz). 
Suppose that sr has filtration degree 
k = filt(sr). 
Then, by using the duality pairing 
Ei ‘(~4) @ Ei” -“(S?) __) EZ j* “(v;) z z, 
for i +j odd, we conclude that there exists an element j? E H,*(X,; @[t-‘1 with srj3 # 0. 
Put 
j*(p) = 1 (t’ 0 bi + sr’ 0 b,‘) 
where bi, bi’ E H,*(F; 3). Then 
0 #j*(sr0) = (S 0 ~)(C (t’ 0 bi + st’ 0 bi’)) = C +(st’ 0 Ubi) 
and hence abi f 0 for some i. 
Note that the same argument applies if we start with a in any of the cohomology groups 
corresponding to the sheaves ,3,33, V, or Z,. In particular, since H*(F,; Z,) # 0, this implies 
that H,*(F,; U) # 0. (Also recah the known fact that H,‘(F; G9) = 0 for i > n, which follows 
easily from the fact thatj* preserves (or decreases) filtration.) 
Now let r be the largest integer such that H,‘(F,; ‘3’) # 0. Let 0 # c E H,‘(F,; 8) and put 
1 @ c =j*(y). 
Suppose, for the moment, that 
k = fih(sy) < II. 
Then we have the duality pairing 
‘E;“-k(Z,) @ Ei “(%) - E;j* “(‘3) z Z, 
for i +j odd, since k < n. In the above argument, with 7 replacing a, we can take /I E 
H*(X,, x,; Z,)[t-‘1 and hence we get 0 # bc for some b E H*(F,, x; Z,). This conclusion 
is contradictory if deg c = r, and thus if deg c = r and 1 @ c =j*(y) then filt(sy) = n. Since 
multiplication by s 
E”,dd. “(V) = Eidd* “(‘8) - ,;ve”. “(e) = .‘;=‘* “(g) 
is trivial (whenp is odd), y must represent a nonzero element of Ez’“*“(%?) when filt(sy) = n. 
Thus r = even + n; that is, n - r is even (when p # 2). 
Suppose that 0 # c, c’ E H,‘(F,; V) and put 1 @c ‘j*(y) and 1 @c’ =j*(,f’). Since 
Ei “(V) z Z,, there exists an element q E Z, such that filt(s(y - qy’)) < n. By the above 
remarks, this implies that c - qc’ = 0. Hence dim H,‘(F,,; V) = 1. 
Now let us fix 0 # c E H,‘(F,; U) and let 0 # c’ E HBi(F,,; %‘:) for some i < r. Let 
1 oc =j”(y); fih(sy) = II 
and 
1 @ c’ = j*(f). 
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If filt(q’) <n then. as shown above, there is an element b E H*(F, x; Z,) with bc’ # 
Suppose now, on the contrary, that 
lilt($) = n. 
As above, this implies that y’ represents a nonzero element of E’,““.“(%). For some k 
have deg 7 = deg t’y’ and, for SC me 0 # q E Z,, we have filt(s(;t - t”p{‘)) < n. As above, t 
implies that there is an element fi E H*(X,, .yc; Z,)[t -‘I with jIs(r - r’q-;‘) # 0. Putting 
j*(p) = z (1’ 0 bi + st’ @ 6,‘) 
where b,, bi’ E H*(F, x; Z,), we have 
0 # j*(/?s(y - tk~j’)) = (c (t’ @ bi + d @ b,‘))(s @ c - st’ @qc’) 
= 1 &(st k+iq@bic’) 
since c is killed by any element of H*(F, x; Z,). Thus bit’ # 0 for some i. 
We have shown that dim H,‘(F,; %‘) = 1 and that if 0 # c E H,‘(F,; V) for i < r tk 
there is a b E Hj(F,, X; Z,) with 0 # bc. Sincej = deg b is necessarily positive, this argumc 
can be repeated to show eventually that there is such an element b E H’-‘(F,; Z,) w 
bc # 0. 
Similarly, if a E H,‘(F,; .d) we have shown that there is an element b E H,j(F,,; a), 
some j, with 0 # ab E Hi+j(F,; ‘8). We can then multiply this by some b’ E H’-‘-‘(F,,; i 
so that 0 # abb’ E H,‘(F,; Cp) z Z,. Note that bb’ E H$-‘(F,; 28). 
This shows that the cup product pairing 
H,‘(F,,; A’) @ H;-‘(F,; S?)- H,‘(F,, ; W) = Z, 
induces a monomorphism 
p : H,‘(F,; d) - Hom(H$-‘(F,; %?), Z,). 
It remains to show that p is onto. 
Recall that the pairing 
E I-4. i+4(_E9) @ &-“+4,n--I-q(Ojj) 
m 
- ,;-n+‘qiq z z, 
induces an isomorphism 
EI-q,i+q(d) f , 
m Hom(E;- 
n+q.n-i-q(g), Z,) 
since r - n + I is odd. Here we think of i as fixed and q as varying. This is clearly induc 
by the homomorphism 
Hi+‘&; d)[t-‘]- Hom(H$‘-‘(X,; B)[t-‘1, Z,) 
given by CLH X* where sr*(fl) = q(rx u /I) and where 
4: H;+‘(X,; %‘)[t-‘1 - E;-n+l*“(,) x Z, 
is the projection. An easy j-lemma argument shows that Q-U* is, in fact, an isomorphi: 
Using the isomorphisms j*, this implies that we have the isomorphism 
H;+‘(F,; .d)[t-‘1 -=-+ Hom(H,‘-‘(F,; 33)[t-‘I, Z,) 
taking UHU* where u*(b) = qj*-‘(a u b). 
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Let f: Hi’-‘(F,; 2) -+ Z, be any given nontrivial homomorphism. We must show 
that f = p(a) for some a E H,‘(F,; d). Let us extend f to a homomorphism 
f: fq-‘(F,; q[t-‘1 = @,(Hq(B,)[t-‘1 @II;-‘-YF; 3)) - z p 
by putting f(l @b) =f((6) for b E Hi’-‘(F,; 23) and f= 0 on the other summands (9 # 0) 
andonF-F,. 
Now we have?= a* for some a E Hi+‘(FG; b’)[f-‘1. Put 
a=CA,+i-qOuq 
where A, + i_q E H L+i-q(BG)[~-L] d an a4 E Hqq(F; a’). Select that integer k which is minimal 
such that AL+i-k # 0 and the projection of elk to H,‘(F,; d) is nonzero. Then we know 
that there is an element br-k E H$‘-k(Fo; g) with 0 # a,b,_, E H,‘(F,; W). Let Bk_i E 
Hk-i(BG)[t-‘] be such that AI+i_kfjk_r = s, and put b = Bk-i @b,_k. Then 
f(b) = a*(b) = rv’* - ’ (ab) = + rv’* - ’ (S@ukbr-k) = +f+j*-‘(1 @u,br-k)) #0 
since (as shown above) filt(sy) = n whenj*(;l) = 1 Oak b,_, with 0 # u,b,_, E He’(Fo; V). 
However, by definition, f(b) =3(Bk_i @ br_k) = 0 unless k = i. Thus k = i and we 
conclude that 
a = cs 0 ui + (“) 
where 0 # C E Z, and (*) involves those uq whose projection to Htiq(Fo; d) is either zero or 
of degree 9 > i. For b E HG-‘(F,,; ii?) we then have 
a u(1 @b) = Cs@17,b 
where iii E H+,‘(F,; ai’) is the projection of a,. Thus 
f(b)=f(l~b)=u*(l@b)=~j*-‘(uu(l@b))=~j*-’(Cs~~ib) 
= C’p(ai)(b) 
where 0 # C’ E Z, is a constant depending on the choice of the isomorphisms H,‘(F,; %‘) 
zZz, and E&-,-“+‘*” (%?) z Z,. Thus f= C’p(tii) = p(C’n,), showing that p is onto, and 
completing the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
$4. POINCARi?-WALL COlMPLEXES 
We now turn to the case of Poincart complexes in the sense of Wall [9]. Thus we shall 
now assume that Xisa finiteconnected CW-complexand that A is a subcomplex. Letf: Y? + X 
be a regular covering space of X (possibly infinite), fixed once and for all, and let IL denote its 
group of deck transformations. (Wall considers only the universal covering, but for our 
purposes it is necessary to consider the general case, since this is more “hereditary”,) 
Let L be a commutative ring with unity and let L’ be a locally constant sheaf on X with 
stalks L as in $1. The notation L’ will also be used to denote the induced sheaf on 8, etc. 
We have the direct image sheavesfL and f, L on A’, where c denotes compact supports on x, 
and similarly we have f, L’ z (f, L) @L’, etc. ; see [4]. (Note that f, L is the same as the usual 
local coefficients in the group ring L[n].) 
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There is the cap product 
H’(X; f,L) @f&(X, A; L-3 -Hk_i(X, A;f,L-‘). 
We shall say that (X, A) satisfies Poincare-Wall duality (with respect to the given covering 
f: 8 ---* X) if there is an element [X] E If,(X, A; L-‘) for some n, such that the cap product 
n [Xl : f&c f,.q - Hn_i(x, A;f,L-‘) 
is an isomorphism for al! i. 
In this situation we shall say that (X, A,f) is a Poincare-Wall complex over L of formal 
dimension n and with twisting L’. 
Now f,L is a sheaf whose stalk is the group ring L[TI]. Suppose that JJZ is a locally 
constant sheaf of L-modules on X such that the induced sheaff *& on r? is constant. Then 
the stalk of d is canonically an L[rc]-module and ,d is the coefficient bundle associated 
with this L[n]-module. By Wall [IO] it then follows from Poincare-Wall duality that the 
cap product 
n [X] : HEX; d) - H”_i(x, A; d @L--‘) 
is also an isomorphism. In particular, this holds for & = L. Iff *L’ is constant then it holds 
for ,eI = L’. Of course, for the universal covering it holds for a!! locally constant sheaves d. 
There are canonical isomorphisms 
H’(X; f, L) z H,‘(,?; L) and Hj(X, A ; f, L-3 M Hjc(x, A; L-‘). 
There is also the transferf! : H,(X, A ; .L-‘) -+ Hkm(x, A; L-‘) where H,” denotes homology 
with closed supports (i.e. based on locally finite chains). Under these isomorphisms, the 
above duality homomorphism becomes the cap product 
H,‘(,v ; L) - H,‘_i(lv, 2; L-‘) 
with [,y] =f![X] E H,“(x, A; L-‘). 
We shall need the following characterizations of Poincare-Wall complexes. This result 
does not appear to be known, at least in the needed generality. Although we need this result 
only in the case L = Z,, the general case is also of interest. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a principal ideal domain which is not a complete discrete valuation 
ring (e.g. for L afield or the integers). Let X be afinite connected C W-complex, A a subcomplex, 
and f : 2 -+ X a regular cocering. Then the following three conditions are equioalent and hence 
any one of them dejnes a Poincark- Wall complex: 
(a) For some twisting L’ on X and some element [X] E H,(X, A; L-‘), the cap product 
n [X] : H’(X, A ; f, L’) - H,-,(X;f,L) 
is an isomorphism for all i. 
(b) For some twisting L’ on X and some element [X] E H,,(X, A; L-‘), the cap product 
n [X] : H’(X; f, L) - Hn-i(X, A;fcL-‘) 
is an isomorphism for all i. 
(c) For some twisting L” on x induced from one on X and some element [z’] E 
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H,“(_?, 2; L-“) the cap product 
n [Z] : HJ(/?, A; L”)- H,‘_#; L) 
is an isomorphism for ail i. 
Moreocer, the tbristings L’ in (a) and (b) coincide and these imply (c) for L” = f “L’. 
Concersely, gilen (c) for L”. there is a unique L’ ON X rc,itfz  *L’ = L” and satisfying (a) or (b). 
This L’ is, in fact, tfre unique twisting on X, inducing f *L’ = L” on ‘7. sucfr tflat the group 
;: of deck transformations acts trivially otz H,“()y, 1; f *Lr). 
Proof. Suppose we have (a). Then this implies the same fact for L replaced by its quotient 
field Q or by the field L, = L/pL where p is a prime of L. Consider the direct images fL 
and fL’ = (fL) @L’. Now fL induces a constant sheaf on ,v as is easily seen. (Regarding 
this as an L[rr]-module, fL is the group of formal, possibly infinite, sums c i.,g where g 
ranges over rt and 2, EL. It can also be described as Hom,(L[n], L).) Thus, it follows, as in 
Wall [IO], that 
n [A’] : H’(X, A ; fL’) - H,,-i(X;fL) 
is an isomorphism. This can be identified with 
nJ[X] : Hi@, A; L’)---+ H,; &T; L). 
In case L is ajefd then this can be identified with 
Hom(H;(f, 2; L-I), L) - Hom(H:-“(,y; L), L) 
(given by the dual of r)f![X]) and hence 
nj‘-,[X] : H;-i(z; L) - Hic(r?, 2; L-r) 
is an isomorphism when L is a field. For general L, put 
M”-’ = Hz-‘(x; L) and N, = H,‘(X’, A”; L-‘). 
Let 0 ---f C -+ iCl,r-i --t Ni --*K-+ 0 be exact. For a prime p of L, the diagram 
--+ ff”-‘-‘(2; Lp) - c H;- ‘(R; L) P H,“-‘(2; L) -+ 
-+ Hi:&?, A; Lp_‘) - H,‘(X, A; L-r) P H,‘(z, A; L-‘) -+ 
where the vertical maps are nf![X], shows that K is torsion free. But consideration of 
coefficients in the quotient field Q shows that M”-i @ Q + Ni @ Q is an isomorphism and 
hence that K@ Q = 0. Since K is torsion free this implies that K = 0 and hence that 
0 + C--f M”-’ -+ Ni -+ 0 is exact. Thus Hom(Ni, L) -+ Hom(M”-‘, L) is a monomorphism. 
Consider the diagram 




0 - Ext(M”-‘+‘, L) - H,,:_(r?; L) - Hom(i\P’-i, L) - 0. 
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We see from this that Hom(Ni, L) + Hom(M”-‘, L) is onto, and hence is an isomorphism. 
The j-lemma then implies that Ext(N,_,, L) + Ext(M”-‘+I, L) is an isomorphism (for all i). 
The exact sequence 
0 --) Hom(N, L) -+ Hom(M, L) + Hom(C, L) --f Ext(N, L) + Ext(M, L) -+ Ext(C, L) --t 0 
shows that 
Hom(C, L) = 0 = Ext(C, L). 
But this implies that C = 0 since L is a Dedekind domain and not a complete discrete 
valuation ring (see [6]). (For a proof of this in the case L = 2, see [4, p. 2361.) Thus IM”-~ -+ iVi 
is an isomorphism, which can be identified with the map in (b). 
The implication (b) * (a) is proved in the same manner. 
Now 
n [x] : HEX, A ; f, of) -Hn-i(x9LL) 
can be identified with 
nj-,[X] : ff,i(x, A; ~3 --+ H,‘+(Z; L) 
and hence (a)*(c). 
It remains to show that (c)=-(a). By the above remarks, it suffices to show that for 
some L’ on X with f *L’ z L” we have that [x] is in the image of the transfer 
f! :H,,(X, A;L_')- H”“(X, A;f *L-r). 
Note that by (c) we have H,‘(x, A; La) x H,‘_i(?7; L) which is L for i = n and 0 for 
i > n. From the exact sequence 
O- Ext(H;+‘(x, A; L”), L)- H,“(X, A; L-“)- Hom(H,‘(z, 2; L”), L)- 0 
it follows that 
Hi”@, 2; L-“) z 
L for i = n 
o 
for i > n. 
Suppose that L” is some twisting on X inducing the given sheaf on 2, also denoted above by 
L”. Consider the action of 7c on L via the isomorphism L x H,“(z, z;f*L-“). This action 
defines a sheaf L x .8 -+ X on X with stalks L which induces the constant sheaf on d. 
Tensoring L” with this gives a new twisting L’ on X such thatf*L’ z f *L” (our original 
sheaf on x’) and such that n acts trivially on H,“(.f, 2; f *L-‘) z L. 
Let C*(rr; 0) be any canonical cochain complex for rt which is an exact functor of the 
coefficients. Let 
c; = C,“(Z, A; L-‘) 
and abbreviate the group of cycles in this by Zi and of homology by Hi. Consider Fig. 1. 
The rows in this diagram are exact since C*(n; 0) is exact and Hi = 0 for i > n. Now each 
Ci is a finite direct sum of copies of the L[rt]-module Hom,(L[rr], L), and we know that 
H4(ir; Hom,(L[rc], L)) x H”({e}; L) = 0 for 4 > 0. 
Thus the columns C*(rr; Ci) of Fig. 1 are exact. Note that C,,, = 0 for m sufficiently large. 
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. . - C’(n; C,+*) - C’(r; C”,,) - C’(n; Z”) - C’(n; H”> 
. . - C2(n; C”,,> - C2(n; G+,> - C’(n; Z”) - 
FIG. 1. 
Start with an element [r?] E H, = H,” = H’(n; H,) and chase it through Fig. 1 down and 
to the left. Eventually one encounters a zero column and then can chase back up through 
the diagram changing the choices previously made. The result of this diagram chase is that 
[A?‘] is the image of an element of HO(n; Z,,) = Z,,“. Since a cycle in Z,’ is clearly in the image 
of the transfer, this shows that [S] =f![X] for some 
and this implies (a). 
[Xl E Hn(X A; L-7, 
The last statement of the theorem follows from the proof, except for the uniqueness of 
L’. For this, suppose, for example, that (b) holds for the twistings L’ and L” and that 
f *L’z f *La. Then L’ @L-” induces the constant sheaf L on d and hence we have 
T(L’ @L-O) z H”(X; L’ @L-“) z H,(X, A; L-’ @L’ @L-“) 
zHJX,A;L-“)wH’(X;L)zL 
which implies that L’ 0 L-” is constant, and hence that L” z L’. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let L be as in (4.1) and let (X, A, f) be a PoincarC- Wall complex 
ocer L with twisting L’ such that f *L’ is constant on 8, and with fundamental clars [X] E 
H,(X, A; L-‘). Then (A, 0, f) is a PoincarP- Wall complex ocer L with the induced twisting 
and with fundamental class a,[X] E H,_,(A; L-‘). 
Proof By condition (a) of (4.1), and since L-’ . mduces a constant sheaf on x, we have 
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the isomorphism 
n [Xl : H’(X A;LJ-)----+ H~_i(X;f~L-‘). 
The corollary then follows by application of the j-lemma to the diagram 
. . . - Hi-‘(A;f,L) - H’(X, A;f,L) ------+H’(X;f,L)------+ . . . 
I 




. . . -H,-i(A;f,L-~) -HH,_i(X;f~L-‘) --H,_i(X, A;J;L-‘) - . . . 
Now we come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X, A,f) be a Poincard- Wall complex over L = Z, offormal dimension 
n and with twisting L’, where f: .% -+ X is a given regular covering, Suppose that G = Z, acts 
on (X, A) preserving L’, and with F = Xc a subcomplex. For any lifting of the action of G 
to one on r?, let P,, be a component of 2’ and let F,, be its image in F (which is a component 
of F). Then (F, , FO n A, fO) is a PoincarP- Wall complex over Z, of formal dimension 
r < n and twisting L’I F, , where fO : F, + F, is the restriction off. if p # 2, then n - r is even. 
Proof. Most of this follows directly from condition (c) of Theorem 4.1 and from Corol- 
lary 1.2 applied to the action on 8. However, we must verify that the twisting on F, is 
the one induced from X. For this, note that from the last part of (4.1), the twisting is just 
that sheaf L’ (inducing the given sheaf on 8) such that rt acts trivially on H,“(z, A; L’). 
Let Q be the group of deck transformations of F, -+ F,, which can be regarded as a sub- 
groupofrr.IfTEoandgEGthenTgT-’ leaves F, stationary and covers g : X -+ X. Thus 
o commutes with the given covering action of G on r?; that is, o is a group of equivariant 
homeomorphisms of the G-space 2. But the map If,‘(F, , F, n 2; L’) + H,“(x, 2; L’) tak- 
ing bHj*-‘(s @ b) E HL+‘(x?, , 2,; L’) followed by the projection 
H;+‘(&, &; L’) - E;- n+l,n _E’-“+l,“_ - 7 N H,“(r?, ‘4 ; L’), 
is a natural isomorphism by the proof of Theorem 1.1. Thus o commutes with this iso- 
morphism and hence acts trivially on H,‘(F,, F, n A”; L’). As remarked, this implies that 
L’ is the twisting for the PoincarbWall complex (F,, F, n A, fO). 
Remarks. Note that iff: x + X is the universal covering then fO : F,, -+ F, is the cover- 
ing associated with the kernel of rc,(F,J --t xl(X). lffO : F,, + F,, is not already the universal 
covering, it is generally false that (F,, , F,, n A) satisfies Poincart-Wall duality for the univer- 
sal covering of F, and counter-examples to this are easy to give. 
Note that with I specified as a fixed point, the lifting ofthe G-action to ,y will be unique 
if it exists and it will exist iff G leaves f#n,(r?, 2) invariant under its action on nr(X, f(n)); 
see [2, p. 641. In particular a lifting always exists if x is the universal covering space of X. 
We also remark that alternative proofs of (4.3) can be given. For example, using the 
characterization (4.1(a)), one could apply Theorem 1.1 directly to the sheaves d = fL, 
$3 = C&L’),_,, and %’ = L;_A. However, the restrictions of & and 99 to FO are not the 
corresponding direct image sheaves for fO : F, --i F, , but contain extra direct summands 
coming from the other components off -IF, (some of which may not be fixed by G). One 
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must show that these extra summands can be discarded (which is not difficult). X similar 
approach,essentially the same as this, would be to use (4.1(c)) but assuming that [/?I =f![X] 
(which is directly equivalent to (4.1(a)) and apply the proof of (1.1) to the pairing 
If’@, 2; L’) @ H;-‘(x; L) - H”( X, A ; L’) 
which is the cup product followed by the cohomology transfer 
f! : H,“(z, 2; L’) - H”(X, A ; L’). 
SS. EQUIVARMNT hIAPS OF NONZERO DEGREE 
In this section, and the next, we shall derive some consequences of the facts established 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The following result is unknown even for smooth actions on 
closed manifolds. (However, a slightly easier direct proof is available in that case.) For 
the sake of simplicity we shall confine our attention to the orientable case and to closed 
supports. Thus in this section and in the next section, we shall say that (X, A) is an orientable 
Poincare pair over L of formal dimension n if the cup product pairing induces an isomorphism 
H’(X; L) - Hom(H”-‘(X, A; L), L). 
THEOREM 5. I. Let (X, A) and (Y, B) to befinitistic orientable Poincarh pairs ocer Z, of 
formal dimension n, let G = Z, act on them, and let cp : (A’, A) -+ (Y, B) be an equioariant map 
of nonzero degree (mod p). Then the induced homomorphisms 
H*( YG, BG; Z,) - H*(X’, AG; Z,) 
H*( Yo; Z,) - H*(XC; Z,) 
are both monomorphisms. In particular, each component F, of Yc contains the image of some 
component of X’j, and one such component of Xc has formal dimension at least as large as 
that of F,, . 
Proof We shall use the notation E, ***(X, A), and so on, for the spectral sequences of 
$2. If YG is empty then so is XG and there is nothing to prove. If YG #a then, as shown 
in 93, E:,“( Y, B) consists of permanent cocycles. By the assumption on degree, 
‘p*: E,**“( Y, B) + E:#“(X, A) is an isomorphism, and it follows that E*#“(X, A) consists 
of permanent cocycles. Since E,**“(X, A) = 0 if Xc =0, it follows that Xc #@. Thus 
cp * : E,**“( Y, B) + E,*#“(X, A) is an isomorphism. Since 
Ei’(Y, B)@E&“-‘(Y) - E;j# “( Y, B) z Z, 
is a duality pairing for i +j odd, it follows by a standard argument that 
cp *: E,***(Y, B)----+ Ez* *(X, A) 
(p* : E,***(Y) - E,** *(X) 
are monomorphisms. This implies, in turn, that 
H*(Y,, Bdt-‘1 - H*(X,) AG)[t - ‘] 
H*( Y&t - ‘I - H*(X,)[t -‘I 
are monomorphisms. Via the natural isomorphismsj *, this yields the desired result. 
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As a good illustrative example, note that S’ (and hence Z,) acts semifreely on CP’ 
fixing point + S’. The map which collapses S’ = CP’ to a point yields a degree one equi- 
variant map CP’ + S4 where the fixed set on S4 is S”. There is also such a map CP’ -+ S4 
where S’ has fixed set S2. 
&L THE FIXED SET BOLNDS IN THE ORBIT SPACE 
In this section we shall establish a result for Poincsre spaces which is known for actions 
on closed manifolds (see [2, p. 177]), but which has some interest in the more general case. 
Let G = Z, act on the finitistic orientable Poincare space X over Z, of formal dimension 
n. Assume that F = Xc #@. We have the projection Xc -+ X/G which takes Fo + F, 
regarded as a subspace of X/G. Together with localization and the results of $3, this gives 
the following commutative diagram (coefficients in Z,) : 
H’(W G) - H’(X,) - ff’(&)[~-‘l , ,:-n.,. = g-“.“~H”(X) 
H’(F) - H’(F,) - H’(F,) It - ’ 1 
for any r. Let 0, : H’(F) -+ H”(X) denote the obvious composition usingj*-‘. Clearly, for 
b E H’(F), O,(b) is the image in H”(X) of the unique /J E H*(X,)[t-‘1 such that i*(P) = 
1 0 b E H*(B,)[t-‘1 @H*(F) M H*(Fo)[t-‘I. Thus, if F,, is a component of F of formal 
dimension r, and if 0 # b E H’(F,) c N’(F), then O,(b) # 0, as shown in $3. On the other 
hand, if r < n then the composition along the top of the above diagram is trivial, since the 
image in H’(X,)[t-‘1 consists of elements of filtration at most r < n. This proves the follow- 
ing result: 
THEOREM 6. I. Let G = Z, act on the Jinitistic orientable PoincarP space X over Z, of 
formal dimension n. Let r < n. Then there is a naturally defined element 
8, E Hom(H’(F; Z,), H”(X; Z,)) 
which maps to 0 E Hom(H’(X/G; Z,), H”(X; Z,)) via the inclusion F c X/G, and which is 
nonzero on H’(F,; Z,) for each component F, of F having formal dimension r. 
The following two easy consequences of this result are worth noting: 
COROLLARY 6.2. If G = Z, acts on a jinitistic orientable PoincarC space X over Z, of 
formal dimension n > 0, then F = XG is not acyclic over Z, . More generally, F is not a mod p 
homologicai retract of X/G when its formal dimension is less than n. 
COROLLARY 6.3. If G = Zz acts on a jinitistic PoincarP space X over Z, of formal 
dimension n > 0 and if all components of F are acyclic over Z2 then there is an even number 
of components of F. 
The latter result can also be proved in a completely different way by using Floyd’s 
Euler characteristic formula (see [2, p. 1451) and also using (VII.7.6) of [2, p. 4081. We 
remark that orientability is clearly necessary for (6.2) since, for example, Z, acts on P* with 
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exactly one fixed point. However, the reader should be able to give the easy generalization 
of (6.1) to the case of twisted coefficients. In the statement of the above results we have used 
the fairly obvious fact that, since we deal with the absolute case and closed supports, an 
orientable Poincare space over Z, has finitely generated cohomology over Z,. (If H’(X; Z,) 
z Hom(Hom(H”(X; Z,), Z,), Z,) then dim H’(X; Z,) < co.) 
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